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Abstract

This presentation considers problems of coastal flooding and erosion and how the management of these problems has changed from flood prevention to a recognition that coastal flooding and erosion is inevitable. The problem therefore has to be managed and we have to consider also the new challenges of nature conservation requirements and global warming.

A number of legal tools are available in managing these problems: duties and powers matched by rights or the absence of rights. Duties matched by rights fall on persons both in the private and public sectors. However, public sector powers are the most important in practice.

There is no duty on landowners to protect their land against the sea (subject to certain duties which are arise through prescription, custom, tenure covenant etc.)

The “common enemy” rule also allows owners to protect their own land against the sea even if that results in flooding on neighbouring lands. However, a landowner cannot release flood water from his land onto that of a neighbour.

Every landowner has a right of support from the land of his neighbour. This leads to a “measured” duty to take reasonable steps to prevent foreseeable erosion which could affect the land of neighbours. However, the duty does not extend to cases where the extent and speed of erosion was not foreseeable: Holbeck Hall Hotel v Scarborough Borough Council [2000] QB 836.

The coastal zone is protected from works by private persons in that number of different consents are required before any work can take place.

Although there is an ancient duty on the Crown to protect the country against incursions from the sea, modern legislation relies mainly on powers rather than duties for the purposes of coastal protection and flood defence.

The principle protection statute is the Coast Protection Act 1949 which provide a power for coastal authorities to carry out coast protection work. Flood defence is carried out separately by the Environment Agency under powers in the Water Resources Act 1991.

In recent years, it has been recognised that more flexibility is required and that it is necessary in some cases to provide for a managed retreat against incursions from the sea. The Climate Change Act 2008 also recognises the need for adaption to global warming.

In recognition of the problems, new legislation is proposed. The draft Flood and Water Management Bill provides that the Environment Agency will have full strategic and operational control over flood management and coastal erosion
although there will be a continued operational role for local authorities. It is notable that there will be general powers for the Environment Agency and local authorities to carry out structural or environmental work to deal with risks of flooding and coastal erosion. They will also have powers to carry out work which may cause flooding or coastal erosion. This provides a measure of flexibility and recognition that the policy of prevention by itself is not sufficient.
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Flood prevention

Private Law

* Right but no duty for landowner to protect his land against sea

* Exception – duty on coastal landowners e.g. prescription, custom, tenure, covenant

* common – enemy rule
Liability for Flooding Common – enemy rule

Liability for Flooding Common enemy rule
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Flood Prevention Private Law

* Liability to neighbours for destroying natural barrier to sea

* Duty of support
  - Holbeck Hall Hotel v Scarborough Borough Council

Holbeck Hall Landslide from the air
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Flood Prevention
Private Law

* Duty of Support
  - measured duty – applies if hazard is known or ought to be known
  - duty to take reasonable steps
  - applicable to gradual foreseeable erosion
  - managed retreat?

Flood defences

* Works by private persons

* various licences are required
Position of public authorities

* duty on Crown to protect against the sea

* duty may pass to successor authorities
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Public authorities

* Coast protection
* Flood defence
* Reliance on powers

Coast Protection Act 1949

* Power for coastal local authorities to carry out coast protection work
* Minister decides on proposal
* Compulsory purchase powers
* ‘Works scheme’ – payment of charges by people benefited
Flood defence

Work by Regional Flood Defence Committee who carry out flood defence function of Environment Agency

New Approach

*Flexibility
*Managed retreat
*Adaptation
*Draft Flood and Water Management Bill
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Draft Flood and Water Management Bill

* EA will have full strategic and operational control over flood management and coastal erosion
* Advisory role of Regional Flood and Coastal Committees
* Continued operational role for local authorities

Draft Flood and Water Management Bill

* General power for EA to carry out structural or environmental work to deal with risks of flooding and coastal erosion
* Local authorities’ power to carry out flood defence and coastal erosion protection work
* EA and local authority power to carry out work which may cause flooding or coastal erosion with national strategy
Draft Flood and Water Management Bill

- Flood risk management
- Flood maps
- Designated things – cannot be altered, removed or replaced without consent

Liability of authorities

- No liability for undertaking work under a power
- Liability if action of authority makes matters worse than if no action taken
Lessons

* Adaption to global warming
* Management (not only prevention)
* Powers for authorities
* Duties (?)
* Rights and duties of private parties
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This document provides a general summary only and is not intended to be comprehensive. Specific legal advice should always be sought in relation to the particular facts of a given situation.